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reema bharti: as the most powerful man in
the world's most powerful country, heshmat

fakori makes it his business to keep his
country safe from the threats of the muslim

world. but when a daring suicide bomber
blows himself up in a u.s. military base, killing
30, the world's most wanted terrorist is laid
low. reema bharti: meera gupta: a former
army doctor, meera gupta has returned to

bombay to practice obstetrics. but, like most
young women in this city, she is drawn to the

city's big business of high-stakes births.
working at a hospital that delivers babies to
wealthy clients, meera encounters a strange
young woman who is working for a shadowy

entity. khan says publishing houses have
always been short of money and the major

challenge in publishing is to keep up with the
changing tastes of readers. yet he wouldnt go
as far as pathak in predicting the demise of
hindi pulp. for one, the market is evolving.
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the readers want more than 50 shades of
grey. they want stories that have more depth

and reality, says khan. pulp's filmy
connectionill be writing my next novel by the
end of this year, says pathak, a prolific writer
of mystery, science fiction, drama and hindi
literature. the first part of the story has been
written. the rest has been written to fill in the
gaps of the first part, he says. its a suspense
thriller, and i know the second part by heart. i

have to write the rest in two days. its a
difficult task, but the challenge is what

attracts me to writing. it is a combination of
craft and creativity. it is a challenge to write
the story of a family, when you are yourself
part of that family. the challenge is how to

make the people i have created interesting.
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